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1 Introduction
CommandTalk [6] is a spoken language interface to the ModSAF [1] battle eld simulator that
allows simulation operators to generate and execute military exercises by creating forces and
control measures, assigning missions to forces, and controlling the display. ModSAF is a stochastic
distributed entity-based simulation, where one operator controls a collection of forces, while other
operators may simultaneously control other allied and/or opposing forces. This paper will focus
on how two representations of context are used in CommandTalk to correctly interpret the user's
spoken utterances: situational context represents the current state of the simulation, and linguistic
context represents the history of the user's linguistic acts.

2 Background
CommandTalk consists of a number of independent, cooperating agents interacting through SRI's
Open Agent Architecture (OAA) [4]. This architecture allows separate components to be developed independently, then exibly and dynamically combined to support distributed computation.
The principal components of CommandTalk are:
 Speech Recognition - based on Nuance, a commercial continuous-speech speaker-independent
speech recognizer developed from SRI technology. Its language model is compiled [5] from
the Gemini grammar used by the Natural Language agent.
 Natural Language - based on Gemini [2], performs syntactic and semantic analysis [3] and
text generation [7].
 Contextual Interpretation (CI) - This agent is described in detail in section 3.
 Speech Synthesis - based on the Festival speech synthesizer1 developed by the Centre for
Speech Technology Research (CSTR) at the University of Edinburgh.
 Prosody - annotates system utterances with cues in the Spoken Text Markup Language2
(STML) to inform the speech synthesizer about pauses and pitch changes.
1
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See http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festival.html for full information on Festival.
See http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/ssml.html for details.
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ModSAF - accepts messages from the CI agent, and translates them into queries and commands in the ModSAF Agent Layer Language3 .

3 Language in Context
This section will discuss some ways in which the CI agent uses context to properly interpret the
user's commands. CommandTalk relies on the ModSAF agent to provide it with a representation
of events in the simulated world. The CI agent uses this situational context to, among other things,
resolve references, interpret commands with respect to a unit's mission, and satisfy parameters
of underspeci ed commands. Similarly, the user's utterances can not be taken in isolation, but
needs to be interpreted within the linguistic context of an ongoing dialogue with the system.
3.1

Situational Context

The ModSAF agent sends messages to the CI agent whenever a new simulation object is created, modi ed or destroyed. The message stream contains simulation objects that correspond to
\physical" objects (e.g. units, shells, and radio messages) and information about the physical
attributes of the object (e.g. type, size, location, and appearance). For objects that are under
the user's command, further information is available, including control measures (points, lines,
or areas of strategic signi cance), command hierarchy (the structure of companies, platoons, and
squads), and the status of current and planned missions. Simulation objects that are not under the user's command can still occur within spoken commands, such as when they are being
attacked, pursued, or resupplied.
Reference resolution in CommandTalk determines what objects and sets of objects in the
simulated world correspond to the user's linguistic descriptions. The range of references supported
in CommandTalk include singular noun phrases, such as proper names (A11 ), de nite descriptions
(M1 tank platoon ), and pronouns (it ); as well as plural noun phrases, such as plural descriptions
(M1 tank platoons ), quanti ed descriptions (all friendly forces ), conjunctions (A11 and B11 ), and
pronouns (them ). To determine the correct reference, the CI may also need to take into account
optional gestural information, such as these units when accompanied by a pointing or circling
gesture, or salience, such as that unit when a unit has just appeared on the user's console.
Commands given to forces under the user's command need to be interpreted in the context
of the current and planned missions for the given unit. For instance, a simple command like A11
advance to Checkpoint 1 can be given a variety of meanings depending on the context:
 If A11 is not currently executing a mission, add a task to move to Checkpoint 1 as a
continuation of the A11's existing plan, waiting to commence moving there until a move out
command is given.
 If All has a pending task to move to Checkpoint 1, carry out that task (equivalent to a move
out command).
 If All is currently executing a mission, temporarily override that mission by moving to
Checkpoint 1 right away, leaving the underlying mission to be resumed later.
3

See http://www.ai.sri.com/~lesaf/mall.html.
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Conversely, if A11 has suspended a mission involving moving to Checkpoint 1, resume
executing that underlying mission.
 If A11 is currently executing a mission, completely replace that mission, if the mission is
not central to the commander's intent.
Users may express any given command in a variety of ways. Consider the following examples of
the attack by re command:
U 1 Establish a base of re at Checkpoint 2 facing Objective Alpha.
U 2 Move to Checkpoint 2 and attack the enemy with direct re.
U 3 Engage the enemy to the north
U 4 Action right
An attack by re command has two required arguments: a position to attack from, the
base of re; and a position to re at, the engagement area. But, these examples show that
the user's language may not always express those arguments directly. While (1) contains both
arguments, (2) requires the system to identify Checkpoint 2 as the base of re, and presupposes
that the enemy can be resolved from context. In (3) and (4), the base of re is omitted completely,
and must be determined from the planned location of the unit when the command is executing,
and the engagement area is speci ed only vaguely. This introduces a problem similar to reference
resolution, where the values of arguments may be omitted or underspeci ed, and the system needs
to induce those values from context.


3.2

Linguistic Context

The CI agent carries out three subtasks of dialogue management: managing the representation
of linguistic context, interpreting the user's utterances within that context, and planning and
generating the system's spoken responses (see [8]). This section will concentrate on issues of
interpretation within linguistic context.
Reference resolution normally determines the relationship between linguistic descriptions and
objects in the simulated world, but references can also refer to linguistic descriptions themselves:

U
S
U
S
U

5 A11 advance to Objective B.
6 There is no Objective B. Which point should 100A11 proceed to?
7 Create it at 635 545.
8 Should 100A11 proceed to Objective B?
9 Yes.
In this example, the system must realize that it refers to the description of Objective B, not
Objective B itself. Notice also that there is an interplay between situational context and linguistic
context. In (8) the system realizes that the simulated world has changed, and that the command
expressed in (5) can now be executed.
The system's representation of linguistic context is sophisticated enough to recognize nested
dialogue structure, and allow a user to engage in a subdialogue before answering a question.4

A user who answers a question from the system directly can reply with just a noun phrase. If the user chooses
to engage in other dialogue before answering, then the reply must contain enough information to link it with the
system's earlier question.
4
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U
S
U
S
U
S

11
12
13
14
15
16

A13 proceed to Checkpoint 1 in a column formation.
There is no A13. Which unit should proceed in a column formation to Checkpoint 1?
What units are there?
There are 2 units: 100A11 and 100A12.
A11 proceed to Checkpoint 1.
100A11 will proceed in a column formation to Checkpoint 1.

In this case, although (15) is completely interpretable on its own, the system correctly identi es
it as the answer to the question posed in (12).
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